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Abstract: With the obvious improvement of China's economic situation, people pay more
and more attention to their heath. So we all have some medicine at home. But medicines
are plentiful and messy and there are more medicines in stock than there are in stock.
Besides, drugs can't be placed at random because it takes up too much space. It is better
that we keep the medicine in the medicine cabinet, so the small medicine cabinet at home
has become an indispensable article. This is especially true for older people who have
difficulty taking care of themselves. As they get older, older people become less healthy
and need more medicine every day. Besides, children cannot stay with their parents for a
long time, and the elderly can only take care of themselves, and they have to take a lot of
medicine every day. Therefore, the management of drugs has become a big problem.

1. Introduction
In the current market, there are many kinds of medicine boxes, which can be roughly divided
according to the number of materials and layers. This paper studies the innovative design of the
elderly medicine cabinet with the existing science and technology as the main design object.
According to part of the market survey, we have learned about the characteristics, functions and
different needs of elderly people for the products on the market. We found out the problems in the
design of existing products and carried out research and analysis. Through reading a large number
of documents, I sorted out and analyzed the types of common diseases and medicines for the elderly,
and analyzed the forms of various drugs (solid and liquid). We design according to different types
of packaging storage, and highlight various structural elements in the design. Therefore, it lays a
theoretical foundation for humanized design.
Study on design elements of medicine cabinet. First of all, various theoretical concepts of
product design should be summarized and sorted out, so as to study the elements of such products.
The design theory combines the actual needs and physiological habits of the elderly users, so as to
comprehensively design the "people-oriented" products.
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2. Problems with Existing Products in the Market
Functional analysis: at present, the small family medicine box in the market has played a
protective role in the preservation of drugs to a certain extent. However, there is no reasonable
design for the elderly, and there is no in-depth research and analysis on the elderly.
Material Analysis: Most medicine cases on the market today are made of plastic or metal. Plastic
material is lighter, but it is fragile. So these kind cases cannot protect some drugs that need to avoid
light. Metal materials are more anti - fall but more heavy, not suitable for the elderly.
Material: AbS material; Aluminum Frame，As shown in Figure 1、2.

Figure 1. AbS material

Figure 2 Aluminum Frame

Figure 3 Supporting metal hinges

With supporting metal hinge, the cover of the box is 90 degrees after opening, making the box
more stable. As shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 4 The handle of the box is plated with silver to make it lighter and at the same time

The handle of the box is plated with silver to make it lighter and at the same time, it also has a
metallic effect. As shown in Figure 4.
Inner size:
Case handle, hardware corner, and durable, never deformed

Figure 5 The analysis of the above brands

The medicine cabinet is equipped with three drawers which can be adjusted up and down.
Through the analysis of the above brands, all the medicine boxes have the function of storing
medicine. It has made detailed planning and classification for the structure, but there is no special
design for the elderly, which is a loophole in this aspect. As shown in Figure 5.
First of all, we should start with the psychology of the elderly and focus on their living habits
and psychological characteristics. The life of old people is always accompanied by medicine, so it is
inevitable to put all kinds of medicine boxes at home. But these boxes make people feel not good.
Because they give them the feeling that I'm sick, I'm old, and that I have to take medicine. The
idea is to change the whole idea and make the box part of the home. At the same time, the product
has a timing function on the surface. When used, the time for taking medicine can be set. At a
certain time, voice reminder will be sent to remind the elderly that "it is time to take medicine". The
upper part of the medicine cabinet can be pressed down at a certain time, and a prompt voice will be
issued at the time of arrival, until the user opens the lid. Inside is space for drugs. As shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6 First of all

The middle part is the combination of the scanner and the display. There's a magnifying glass at
the top, and you can take it off at any time, or you can take it off and do something else. The middle
part, such as the lower left, can be switched on and off on both sides, placing small bottles of
medicine or bags of medicine. The rest can be packed in large packages. As shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Sketcher

This scheme is designed mainly from the perspective of structure, combining the lamp with the
medicine cabinet, giving the old people a psychological hint and a power from the modeling. It is
assembled in rows to form a whole. The middle part is the combination of the scanner and the
display. As people get older, their eyesight will always be poorer. If you forget the name of the
medicine or don't know how to take it, you can scan the medicine and display it on the screen below.
It's connected to the light in the upper part. The rest is the whole thing in the lower right corner. It
can be removed from the outermost transparent membrane, and the inner structure is shown in the
lower left corner, divided into several layers according to the size of the drug. As shown in Figure
8.
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Figure 8 Sketch

3. Innovative Point
(1)We break the concept that the traditional medicine cabinet has a square appearance. The
appearance of the medicine cabinet is designed to make the appearance of the domestic medicine
cabinet more approachable, so that the use of the medicine cabinet no longer becomes a
psychological burden for the elderly.
(2) We take the new technology as the most fundamental driving force. Through the innovation
in the function of the medicine cabinet, we can realize the function of timing, voice prompt,
scanning, subtitles and reading aloud of the medicine cabinet. Whether it is the internal structure,
the connection mode or the external overall shape, we all from the biggest Angle to achieve the
optimal drug placement.
(3)We change the current market for most of the medicine cabinet design on the shortcomings.
Often the medicine cabinet product does not have specific classification. There is no professional
medicine box for the elderly. So we hope that the new designs in this paper can meet the demand of
the elder people.
(4) The color of most medicine boxes on the market is single, and most of them are made of
transparent or metal materials. Therefore, the visual effect is too heavy. This design hopes to make
a breakthrough in the material and color of the medicine cabinet, adopting a more bright and light
color, and even realizing the change of color.
(5) On the basis of solving the above problems of the existing medicine cabinet, it is necessary to
design the man-machine interface in all aspects, so as to make the display content easy to recognize
and recognize, and operate concisely and conveniently.
(6) The design of medicine cabinet should apply ergonomics, and apply ergonomics to the design.
This is a typical design method that first satisfies people's physical needs (comfort) and then
satisfies people's psychological needs (intimacy). This paper makes a comprehensive analysis of
users' usage habits, operation modes, usage environment and man-machine interaction, so as to
bring the best experience to users.
(7) We adopt green design thinking in line with the principles of environmental protection,
energy conservation and emission reduction, and give full consideration to the energy consumption
during the production and use of household medicine boxes. And we successfully achieved green
design, green production, and green recycling.
Through the early discussion and study of the elderly at home behavior and lifestyle as well as
the design of the interactive relationship，I have learned the basic knowledge and market situation
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of the household medicine cabinet, and determined the following product style positioning: Make
every effort to be practical on modelling, undertake structural design from practical Angle and get
rid of the shape and function of the square body of the medicine box. Through existing technologies,
the elderly can experience the changes brought by technology to their lives. Convenient timing
function and voice prompt function solve the problem that old people always forget to take
medicine. And scanning helps older people identify unfamiliar drugs. At the same time, the use of
new materials, no doubt on the premise of ensuring the possibility of products, greatly reduce the
total weight of products. In terms of modeling, it is designed from the perspectives of
multi-function and portability. One of the top 10 principles of product design summed up by design
master （Dieter Rams ）is this:“Good design creates valuable products.” The first thing to design is
to make the product as practical as possible. Whether the main function or auxiliary function of the
product, there must be a specific and definite purpose. Functional principles can be said to be the
most basic requirements of product design, so the walker certainly is no exception. Therefore,
Modeling, structure and materials are combined to achieve the personality, simplicity and
portability of the product， which satisfies the special demand of the current market for the elderly
medicine box. Donald Norman, a cognitive scientist, put it this way: “When a product is designed
for a more relaxing and pleasant occasion, its applicability can be enhanced through a pleasant,
aesthetically pleasing design.”
4. Simplex design
The medicine box structure design for the elderly should be simple, simple, generous, stable and
stable. When designing, we should study the beauty of traditional modeling, flexibly apply and
break through the tradition, and create new products with humanization. When conducting
structural design, the design should conform to the different psychology of men and women.
Besides, the design will be more attractive with their fresh color.
4.1 Visualizing design
Visual design is no longer a simple design of form and shape, but refers to the understanding,
experience and evaluation of the product as a whole by the elderly and the public. The image design
of the medicine cabinet is the design of the product itself. This kind of design is centering on
people's need for products, which suits the individual and social needs of people to the maximum
extent, and thus obtains universal recognition. Furthermore, it helps to change people's way of life,
improve their living standard and quality of life. From the perspective of structural design, image
mainly refers to the comprehensive appearance of products, including the internal performance,
character and concept structure.
4.2 Functional Design
The design of the medicine cabinet is not only good-looking, but also has a great function that
buyer’s value. The function here is the design of the structure. The design should be used in
accordance with the actual needs. Nowadays, the connotation of functional design has been
extended. It also needs to meet people's spiritual needs, that is, the function of culture.
5. Conclusion
Shared design is a concept in ergonomics, which is the highest development of the
"people-oriented" design concept. Common design was first used in barrier-free design and is now
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used in all areas of design. he significance of its design philosophy lies in protecting the interests of
the vulnerable groups and showing the care for the vulnerable groups. In addition, the design mode
that originally separated the design of this part of the population from that of normal people was
changed. There are two aspects in the design of medicine cabinet: The first is how this product can
make up for the different user experience of different elderly groups. The other is how to make
products to meet the psychological value of the elderly consumers. Shared design involves
ergonomics, anthropometry, biomechanics, psychology, etc. A large amount of data experimental
data is required in the design. It requires products to be designed and produced in accordance with
the principle of fairness, that is, any group can benefit from the products. And it also can be used
skillfully and flexibly, take care of different users' different habits and abilities. Of course, no
product can be perfect. So shared design is not an absolute requirement for every user. However,
the design concept, which is based on the common needs of all social members, reflects the
humanitarian design trend. Only with defects can there be a process of design.
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